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Bhutan'and'
Regional'Cultural'
Connections



Bhutan'as'
Unique'
Kingdom

! Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal (1594-
1651), united warring regions of 
eastern Himalayan hills and became 
the political and religious leader there.

! Considered incarnation of Tsangpa
Gyare (d. 1211), himself considered an 
emanation of Naropa; founder of 
Drukpa (Dragon) lineage of Buddhism

! Oversaw the construction of many 
fortress palaces and monasteries

! Helped establish many of Bhutan’s 
unique traditions and ceremonies 
linking religion and state rule; this 
contributes to Bhutan’s unique cultural 
identity today. 



Categories*of*
Music*in*Bhutan

! Religious Music

! Religious chants and songs with and without instruments

! Instrumental ensembles used in rituals

! Sacred dances performed at festivals 

! Folk Music

! Zhungdra

! Boedra

! Zhey and Zhem

! Tsangmo and Lozey improvised poetic dialog songs in 
literary language

! Pop Music

! Rigsar / Hindi film music-inspired local songs, globally 
influenced

! Metal,  punk, rock, K-pop, other global genres



Ritual'Music
Music in Buddhist Practice



Music&in&Ritual

! Bhutanese Buddhism is in the Tibetan Buddhist/Vajrayana tradition; the school 
that is the state religion in Bhutan is Drukpa Kagyu. 

! Ritual music in Bhutan shares its basic structure, and doctrinal basis with 
Vajrayana Buddhist music throughout its area of cultural influence

! Such ritual music is hugely important in monastic and lay Buddhist practice—it 
calls deities, wards off unwanted/evil spirits, supports prayer and meditation, 
facilitates memorization of texts, and is religious practice itself as performance

! The language of ritual chanting and song  is Chö Ke (literally ‘religious 
language’) which is basically Classical Tibetan. Therefore, many texts for ritual 
performance are shared throughout this area, each school (i.e. Kagyu) having 
its own specialties.

! There are local styles of performance – differences in melody, rhythm, and 
texts used for different rituals demonstrate local Buddhist culture within a 
large tradition that has many translocal similarities



Melody'&'
Rhythm'(not'

tonal'harmony1
based)

! Melody:
! In chant (dbyangs): no fixed concept of scales or modes, but 

based entirely on patterns of tonal contours, not quantified 
into scales. Developed during the time of Padmasambhava
(8th century). Synthesis of Tibetan Bönpo and Indian musical 
theories and styles.

! Gyer: syllables, no text, Bön; Dbyangs: emphasis on text; 
Buddhist; mgur: more melodic and poetic, songs of religious 
realization, Buddhist

! Rhythms:

! Can have great religious significance in making a 
“mandala of sound” in Vajrayana deity yoga

! Developed away from strict meter to unequal beat 
durations, emphasizing “timelessness” rather than marking 
time



Musical(Notation

! Notation symbolizes the contours of melody, along with 
emphasized beats and text

! View more at “Musical Notation, Divine Invocation” 
exhibit on Google Arts and Culture:

! https://artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/musical-
notation-divine-invocation/wwKSv8WPxdKeJg

https://artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/musical-notation-divine-invocation/wwKSv8WPxdKeJg


Vocal&and&
Instrumental&

Music

! Vocal music: 

! Functional chanting for memorization and recitation of texts.  
Choral chanting with parallel octaves and fifths

! Mantra to transform the person into the embodiment of a deity 
through  “sonorous icon” of the visualized/resounded deity, within 
a mandala

! Instrumental ensembles (Rol Mo) in monasteries: no stringed 
instruments. Include shawms, long trumpets, drums, and cymbals. 
Cymbals lead the ensemble.

! Modeled after the military ensembles of drums, cymbals, gongs, 
and wind instruments used to demonstrate royal power  in South 
Asian courts – “cousins” in naqqara bana, pancai/naumati baja, 
and even brass bands

! Long tradition of demonstrating the power and authority of the 
dharma with references to the power and authority of royalty

! (Stringed instruments very popular outside of religious ritual 
music)



Chanting(and(songs(of(realization





Religious)
Instruments

! Bhutanese family puja using Buddhist ritual instruments, 
with chanting: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfQS9vqpN-Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfQS9vqpN-Q


Home puja (a different part, focused on chanting) at a similar middle-class Newar Buddhist home in Nepal



Dungchenand*
Gyaling at*

Punakha*Dzong



Tsechu'(Festivals)'and'
Cham'Dances

! Tsechu are religious festivals that take 
place to celebrate various occasions. 
Sacred dances are a major aspect of these 
festivals. 

! Cham Dance refers to sacred dances 
performed in groups, found throughout 
the Himalayas, including Bhutan, with 
roots in Bön masked dances, now 
developed into Buddhist ritual dance

! Clips of Cham Dace at Paro Tsechu: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQX
XL_zpgFo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQXXL_zpgFo


Religious)aim)of)
Sacred)dances

! “For an individual to simply be present 
and see these sacred dances, and 
experience them with the right mindset 
and pure intention is considered an 
auspicious opportunity. This applies to 
all those present, including the dancers, 
that they may be liberated from the 
suffering that pervades earthly life by 
properly cultivating themselves. This 
potential for transcendence is further 
extended to the animals and other 
sentient beings, such as insects, that may 
happen to be in the vicinity of public 
performances” (Khenpo Phuntsok Tashi, 
Invoking Happiness: Guide to the sacred 
festivals of Bhutan and Gross National 
Happiness, p. 13)



Connections)to)
State)Policy)and)

GNH

! 1 of 4 pillars of GHN is preserving and promoting 
cultural heritage, so the Bhutanese government invests 
in the performing arts with a strong emphasis ontheir
role in national identity (especially religious and folk 
arts)

! Narratives of loss and decline 

! Use of international cultural preservation discourse 
(“intangible cultural heritage”)

! Sonam Dorji, Director of Music of Bhutan Research 
Center, TEDx talk: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjb-x_faPXM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjb-x_faPXM


Program'for'
Paro'Tsechu



Folk%Music
(Secular genres. Religious/ritual music can be 
seen as folk music too, and there is overlap.)



Melody'&'
Rhythm

! Melody: Pentatonic or Heptatonic, no emphasis on 
semitones but rather on melismas sliding between 
emphasized pitches

! Zhungdra: extended vocal tones with complex 
melismatic patterns that slowly decorate a relatively 
simple melody; similarities with religious dbangs, also 
with faster boedra. 

! Rhythm: Duple, Triple, and Compound meters are all 
common, including odd numbered meters (5 divided 
into 3+2; 7 divided into 3+4)

! Drums or lutes (dranyen) support the voice, but this 
accompaniment is not chordal in the sense of Western 
tonal harmony



Some%Common%
Folk%Instruments

Ba-jing, don-lim, dranyen, chiwang



Folk%
Instruments:%
Yangchen

! Yangchen: a hammered dulcimer-like instrument adopted in Bhutan 
from the Chinese version Yangqin. The South Asian version is known as 
santoor, and it is played in classical, folk, and popular music. A recent 
connection to cultures throughout Eurasia, thoroughly adopted into 
Bhutanese folk music.

! Tashi Wangdi playing Yangchen with dranyen accompaniment: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcUzA6R0PSQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcUzA6R0PSQ


Folk%Song%Styles
! Songs with secular lyrics and themes

! Zhungdra (left): melismatic and slow, often 
unaccompanied, comes from central Bhutan. Example 
from Mangdephug village: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNtCGXx-s5M

! Music Video example: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K38v9y7Sdio

! Boedra:  Faster, still melismatic, comes from Tibetan 
court musical traditions. Often uses the Chiwang 2-
stringed  bowed lute. 

! Performance at Thimphu Tsechu, by members of the 
Royal Academy of Performing Arts: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fN94NX4eO8

! Instrumental version of boedra song on Chiwang: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP6OoXTlzjQ

! Zhey and Zhem: longer poetic songs, sung by men and 
women respectively. Can be conversational. Zhem
example: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6En82Cjqz5k

! Lozhey and Tsangmo: Improvised sung poetry (often also 
spoken), solo or conversational, often performed 
competitively. Lyrics most important; can be bawdy to 
refined. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNtCGXx-s5M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K38v9y7Sdio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fN94NX4eO8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP6OoXTlzjQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6En82Cjqz5k


Life%of%a%Folk%
Singer

! Documentary (about 12 minutes): Aum Nimchu Pem, 
Legendary Bhutanese Singer, directed by Sonam Dorji: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=147&v
=Ainb5ovJe7A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=147&v=Ainb5ovJe7A


Pop$Music
And other global genres



Pop$Music

! Rigsar: Developed with Hindi film 
music inspiration about 4 decades ago. 

! Tsering Paljor, 2014: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r
mHzBB3MHrs

! Song Aii Mo, live dance 2017: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TI
LOFJgjs5k

! Dance influences: ballroom and hip-
hop through Hindi film dance (& K-
pop?)

! New Bhutanese pop (B-pop)—more 
influences from K-pop than Hindi film 
music? 

! Dechen Zhangmo: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A
KtuQgiK5dM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmHzBB3MHrs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TILOFJgjs5k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKtuQgiK5dM


Global&Genres

! Heavy Metal: 

! Sangat & Darpan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVzoV-XvISA

! Tiger Nest: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zICDRZCB2y4

! Lots of cover bands. The Beatles are still popular! 

! K-Pop craze has influence rivaling Hindi film music (see Rigsar videos); here, K-pop 
bands visit Bhutan (audience photo below): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhT81xByQCw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVzoV-XvISA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zICDRZCB2y4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhT81xByQCw
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